2012 Highway School Demo

Participants

Vestal Asphalt:
- Neil Guiles, President
- Jim Unkel, VP, Operations
- Greg Humphrey, Technical Advisor, cell 227-6618
- Pat O’Neill, Slurry Supervisor, cell 221-6884

Cornell Local Roads Program
- Lynne Irwin, Director, 539-7359
- David Orr, Senior Engineer, cell 342-0709

Ithaca College
- Ernie McClatchie, Director of Grounds and Transportation, cell 227-6183
- Nick McCabe, Grounds Foreman, 229-2440
Location
Parking lot just south of main campus loop road as shown by the orange line in figure. The location of the Pothole Picnic which precedes the demo is where the hamburger is shown in the figure. Total length about 350 feet.

To Be Done
On Thursday and Friday, Vestal will place one lane of chip seal and then cover it with slurry thereby creating a cap seal. This will be done in the uphill lane (south most) closest to the Highway School building. The eastern half of the northern lane will be chip sealed in preparation for slurry on Monday. In both lanes, the eastern section may be double chipped to help overcome some distresses in the pavement.

The exact timing will be worked out between Ithaca College and Vestal. If the weather is good and there are no conflicts with the conference being held that week, the chip seal will be done on Thursday and the slurry on Friday.

On Monday, the Vestal crew will show up a bit early so they can get lunch at the picnic. They will prep the equipment and perform the following in the northern lane of the parking lot aisle starting at about 1:15 pm. The section that was chip sealed on Friday will be slurried. The bare section will have a chip seal done. After the demo is done and before the end of the day; the chip seal will be slurried and the site will be cleaned.

To Be Done

Ithaca College
- Ernie will contact his superiors to be sure there will not be conflicts with the Guidance Counselor conference being held and let Cornell and Vestal know what time constraints will be placed upon the work to be done on Thursday and Friday.
- The College will block off the area to be repaired on Thursday, Friday and the following Monday.

Cornell Local Roads
- Cornell will act as liaison between all of the parities. David Orr is the primary contact, but Lynne Irwin can be contacted if David is not available.
- Someone from Cornell will go over to Ithaca College on Thursday and Friday to document the work done. Copies of pictures will be provided to Vestal for their use on Monday.

Vestal Asphalt
- Vestal will perform the chip seal and slurry work and provide the equipment and materials.
- Neil Guiles will give the presentation on Monday at 11:30 am discussing the demo and use of surface treatment (he can work with David to make sure all of the details are worked out).